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This booklet is one in a series of three prepared for the Bonneville Power Administration
(BPA) under contract #DE-AC79-82BP31302 by the Board of Regents of University of
Wisconsin System, Jniversity Extension Department of Engineering. The series focuses
on the concept of emrgy management and how it can be put into practice by the owners and
operators of small basinesses. Each booklet deals with a specific aspect of a building's
energy use and presents, in order of cost-effectiveness, a list of energy conservation oppor-
tunities. For further information, a reference list can be found at the conclusion of each
booklet.

The cost figures included in this series are computed for a 4000 heating degree day area
with electric rates of 5C/kWh and natural gas at 60¢/therm. Bonneville Power Administra-
tion covers a wide territory so these figures can be adjusted if they differ in your area.

DISCLAIMER

This booklet was originally printed in 1983. The information it contains is as valid today as it was nine years
ago. With minor changes, the booklet is presented as written.

LEGAL NOTICE

Neither BPA nor any of its officers or employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product,
or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to
any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, mark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does
not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement by BPA.



Lighting

Lighting accounts for about one-third of the energy used Reassessing Lighting Levelsin commercial buildings. This amount is substantial and
so are the opportunities to conserve. The amount of It has been the practice in most commercial buildings to
energy you use for your lighting system is generally maintain uniformly high levels of light throughout the
measured in kilowatt-hours (kWh); it is a product of the building. Over the last few years recommended lighting
amount of electricity used at a given time (kW) multi- levels have been changed; it is now generally acceptable
plied by the length of time in hours (h) that the lights are to reduce overall lighting levels and provide task or selec-
on. There are two ways to reduce lighting energy use: tive lighting where necessary. By reducing unnecessarily
w _dify lighting systems so they use less electricity and/ high lighting levels you can produce substantial savings
or reduce the number of hours the lights are used. This on your lighting bill.

booklet presents a number of ways to do both. Topics Before you make any changes in your present system,
covered include: you should examine your current lighting practices. You

• Reassessing Lighting Levels can do this yourself or have an energy auditor or consul-

. Reducing Lighting Levels tant perform a lighting audit for you as part of a walk-thru

• Increasing Bulb & Fixture Efficiency energy audit. To conduct a lighting audit, go through your
building room-by-room or area-by-area with a Building

• Using Controls to Regulate Lighting Operation Schedule in hand. (For more information and• Taking Advantage of Daylight
a sample form, see the Energy Management booklet in

A program to improve lighting efficiency and control this series.) As you go through the building, take note
lighting use can produce significant savings. No-cost/ of the activities or tasks being performed, the current
low-cost techniques can save 20 percent of your base lighting levels and the recommended levels. Also take
usage without compromising security, safety or task per note of the number and types of fixtures used and the
formance. Modifying your lighting system with more number of switches available to control them. This

efficient fixtures can save an additional 20-40 percent. To information will be useful in reassessing your lighting
realize these savings, however, requires a systematic needs and for discussing and planning changes in
approach. It is possible that changing a few bulbs and dis- bulbs, fixtures or controls.
connecting a few fixtures will result in some savings, but
you won't begin to approach the savings possible until Lighting is often excessive in halls, corridors, lobbies
you look at your lighting as a whole, and waiting rooms. Take note of tasks that occur in the



same area and require different lighting levels. For example, carefully and take several readings at each location.
a typist needs less than 10 footcandles to work effectively When you are measuring daylight, take several readings
at a computer. It makes no sense to locate this work at different times during the day, on both cloudy and
station next to a drafting table which is often illuminated sunny days to ensure accuracy.

to 100 footcandles. Figure 1 illustrates some commonly Table 1 presents a general guide to appropriate lighting
used lighting terms which you should be familiar with. levels for selected commercial applications based on

the 1981 Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) Hand-
book recommendations. An energy auditor or consul-

_r'r_ tant will be able to give you more detailed information
for your situation.

SUGGESTED LIGHTING LEVELS
FOR SELECTED COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

t.u_,4_ _ Area ..... LightLevel\\ (Footcandles)
/ Circulation area between work

stations 20

_oor _c_r,s Background beyond task at
circulation areas 10

_..._.,_-_. Waiting rooms and lounges 10-20
'_..i \ Conference rooms 20-50

_ -_L_-........ Secretarial desks 50-60
_\ _. , ...... \_..

... Filing areas 50

;,k " - Auditoriums 30
r--o"T Kitchens 50 (average)

i o i Cafeterias and snack bars 10-20

i F--J Drafting rooms 80-100

_N_ ,,, ,ZMC_OUNTOF: DIGI41" GIVP.?.NOl_r= Accounting offices 80

0 Computer rooms, general 30

Computer rooms with self-
illuminating screens (CRTs)

Figure i: Familiarity with commonlighting termsis help- installed 5-10
./it/when setting tq_a lighting conservation program.

These are suggested lighting levels and are

Measuring Lighting Levels general in nature. Other considerations, such asbuilding codes, tasks at hand, age of workers,
You cannot determine where to lower lighting levels by importance of speed and accuracy in the task,
observation alone: you need to use a light meter. Light and reflectance and glare should be considered.
meters sell for about $50, but it may be possible to rent or A more specific recommendation can be gained
borrow one from a local lighting contractor or your utility from your lighting consultant.

....

company, lf a consultant performs a walk-thru energy
audit ask the consultant to measure lighting levels. If you 7M_le I • Use tln'se fighting levels a,_a startin,t_poiHt /iw

take your own measurements, read the meter instructions asse._._ingyottl" _'ltl'l'_'lltlighting h'vels.



Lighting Power Standards Reducing Lighting Levels

The previous section mentions how new lighting level After you have determined your building's lighting
recommendations encourage more energy-efficient requirements and the levels currently being used, you
lighting systems. Many states have gone a step further can begin to plan lighting system modifications. There
and adopted lighting power stwulards. These standards are many ways to reduce excessively high lighting
establish a power limit for buildings and are given in levels while still providing adequate illumination.
wa/ts/ft"; that is, they set a maximum amount of power Some of these methods are presented in the following
that may be used to provide light in a building. This upper sections.
limit on power use is called the lighting power budget.

The assumption behind lighting power standards is that Delamping 8,: Downwatting
lighting practices and systems must be set up more In some areas, it is possible to cut back excessive light-
efficiently ill order to have adequate light within the total ing by removing bulbs. Some areas have more fixtures
allowable wattage limit. These standards do not translate than are really needed, so it is simple to remove some
directly into energy use (kWh) since hours of operation bulbs from each lixture or to disconnect entire fixtures.

vary, but they do give a good indication of energy use. Fluorescent bulbs are wired in pairs to one ballast, so if

In many states the lighting power standards are being you wish to disconnect only one bulb, you will need to
applied just to new buildings, but in some states they install a "phantom tube" to keep the fixture working.
apply to both new and existing structures. These require- When removing pairs of fluorescent bulbs remember to
ments appear in your state code. The Oregon standard, disconnect the ballast so it won't continue to use energy.
for instance, limits overall lighting levels in offices to Sometimes it is possible m reduce lighting levels by using
2.5 W/ft-' and in hotels and restaurants to 1. I -1.2 W/ft 2. lower wattage bulbs in place of higher wattage bulbs. For
Remember, these are maximum standards. You should instance, in some cases a 40-watt bulb may be substituted
be able to do much better in your building. The lighting in tbr a 100-watt bulb and still provide adequate light.
many office retrofits falls well below 2 W/It: and new Don't forget repainting as a part of your lighting conser-
buildings are being designed with less than I W/it: average, vation scheme. Walls painted a light color provide more
In most rooms with fluorescent lighting, the new standards useful light with lower wattage bulbs. White paint on
can be approached by substituting high-efficiency tubes walls and ceilings can reflect light and can increase light
and ballasts. Table 2 gives you an idea of the power levels by as much as 100 percent.
budget required to provide wtrious levels of light with Uniform lighting is rarely necessary. It is possible to de-
standard tluorescents and an eight-foot ceiling. Energy- lamp in such a way that it reduces overall lighting while
eflicient tubes and ballasts can reduce the power budget providing higher levels of illumination at specitic places
by 2() )e_vent. such as work areas or display areas. Selective lighting

LIGHTING POWER works well in retail outlets where more intense lighting
LEVEL BUDGET on shelves and display racks attracts customer interest.

Footcandles Wattsperft=' Task lighting places more light directly on a work area. It
7 0.6 is often used in oflices since background levels can be

15 1.0 reduced to one-third the level required on desks or tables.
20 1.4
50 2.0 Installing Dimmers

70 2.7 When rooms serve several purposes each having different
100 3.5 lighting needs, it is a good idea to install dimmer

switches. Dimmers allow the users to adjust the lighting
Table 2: This table gives the power budget required,lbr to the task at hand; when lights are turned down energy
certain lighting levels with stamlard fluorescents. More consumption is reduced. Dimmers also permit adjust-
efficient lights can reduce this budget, ment of lights according to the daylight available.



Dimmers for incandescent lights are relatively inexpensive Increasing Bulb & Fixture
and generally have a one-year payback. In a restaurant, w"_ d"bd_ o

for instance, a set of twelve 150-watt fixtures ,night be l lnclency
dimmed 50 percent or more during the day. The graph Lighting efficiency is a measure of the light output
in Figure 2 shows that a savings of 75 watts per fixture (lumens) vs the power used (watts). It is easy to measure
would save about $15/year per fixture or $180/year for the efficiency of a bulb and to compare bulb efliciencies
the room if electricity costs 5 cents/kWh. Thus a dim- such as is done in Figure 3. Actual lighting effectiveness,
mer which costs $100 installed would pay back in about however, is a function of bulb, fixture type and place-
seven months, rnent, and room characteristics. We have already dis-

Dimmers are also available for fluorescent fixtures, but cussed the importance of light colored walls and ceilings.
multilevel ballasts are needed. This raises the cost and In this section suggestions are made for improving bulb
extends payback by several years. Still, they can be an and tixture effectiveness, as well as lixture placement.
excellent investment and should not be overlooked. This is a complex subject and we suggest you get profes-

sional help from a lighting designer if you want to go
Cutting Down on Decorative Lighting beyond the basic recommendations in this booklet.

Decorative outdoor lighting is often overused. You
should decide whether it is essential to bathe your Relamping with High Efficiency Bulbs
building, trees and lawn in light. It is not necessary to It is possible to maintain the same light output but reduce
remove these lights; instead wire them to a manual energy use by replacing existing bulbs with new high-
switch and only use them on special occasions. In some efficiency types. An inexpensive way to do this is to
cases outdoor lights are overgrown with shrubbery switch to higher efficiency bulbs as burned-out bulbs are
which limits their usefulness. At one apartment build- replaced. Replacing incandescent ltood lights with ellipti-
ing, sixteen 150-watt floodlights burned all night, cal reflector (ER) bulbs in recessed lixtures saves as nluch
despite the fact they were cornpletely overgrown by as 50 percent (Figure 4). Clear bulbs are preferrable to
juniper bushes. At an electricity cost of live cents per frosted ones as they give off more light. Substituting a
kWh, turning these lights off saved the building owner IO0-watt bulb fl_r two 60-watt bulbs saves 17percent per
$500 per year. tixture. When relamping fluorescents, use energy-saving
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For example, if one 200-watt incandescent fixture _s replaced with a two-tube

fluorescent fixture (two 32-watt tubes and a 10-watt ballast):

Watts saved = 200--74= 126watts Cost/fixture-$60 "['lr._lm5 , L,.1G, I..,IT" 1N D|RI_CI"5 L.JGIA'I" I_IOWIK)

Dotlarssaved/yrr, .0S/kWh- $26 Payback : $60/$26-: 2 3years "lq,.IP... I¢'IX"FLIR.I__.. /_IP Ot.t'F OF: F'IX"I'L.II_

Figure 2: This graph allows you to estimate the ammal
savings and payback from replacing fixtttres or using Figure 4: ER lamps _h'liver mm'e light and use less
lower wattage bulbs, energy than incandescent bull_s.



LIGHT OUTPUT LIGHTING TYPE BULB LIFETIME

1 INCANDESCENT []
* M!N MAX*

_"_ FLUORESCENT

MERCURYVAPOR

"'_ METAL HALIDE

' H.R SODIUM

[:::::: L.R SODIUM
i , , , , i , , , , i, , , , I, , , i , i , i , i , i , i ,

200 150 100 50 0 0 4,000 8,000 12,000 16,000 20,000 24,000
LUMENS/WATTS NO. OFHOURS

• Dolled porlion indicales the reduction in output due to ballast " Range in bulb life depends on number of slarls, voltage and ballast condilioll

Figure 3." A COmlmHson q/'b.lb lift' and lighl ouqmt for various Opes oj'li,_hting.

tubes: 32-watt tubes provide the sarne light output as
the older 4()-watt tubes. When replacing tubes, also

replace existing ballasts with the new high-efficiency :=1,_
type. They save 25 percent over existing ballasts and i_._

Replacing Incandescent Bulbs with
Fluorescent Adapter Units \\ "

\', .....{ '.,,--" ' : I " '_ /r-_" i +'.,',
Fluorescent adapter units are now available for use in x, _ [ y:'_:l / -J- _/_..,.. ! _,!i _ "

incandescen, fixtures. Flu,.,rescent adapters require no _ <7_-:_--' / Lf__[_ LJ'/ --

in and side-plug models. The t'lucn'escertt bulbs have a _'

life of 12.0()() to 2(),00() hours compared to the 750

hours of an incandescent bulb, and they provide three

to four times more lumens per watt than incandescent

bulbs. The adapter units work well in recessed and
semi-recessed fixtures. Remember to check the fixture

size before purchasing the unit to rnake sure it will fit. CircularFluorescent Incandescent P-IFluorescent

Your savings depend on the number of hours per year (6'./'Dia) 15Watt -: 60Watt :: 13Watt (9")

the fixture is used. For example, a 22-watt fluorescent

adapter costs about $25. Using it to replace a 75-watt (8W'DDia) 22Watl :- 75Watt : 18Watt(11")

incandescent bulb operating 2000 hours per year at five (12"_"Dia) 32Watt = 100Watt 27Watt(11")
cents per kWh would result in the following savings:

$0.05 x (75W - "Y_W) x 2000hr/yr Fi,_ure5: A,_tdde,forrelffacing incandescent
"" " = $5.30/yr. h.ll_s with comparable flm,re,_¢'ents.kWh IO00 watts/kW



Table 3 gives the energy use and cost savings for replacing Replacing Fixtures

incandescent fixtures with comparable fluorescents. Factors such as visual discornfort or difficulty with

maintaining lighting fixtures may make replacement

t..,G_,_,_ _v_t.-,mo _0oru,,No_e..n _ necessary in some cases. When replacing fixtures

' _,_ _ " '_ _ _ install new overhead units. Wherever
energy-saving

_ '_ [_ _ / __" JU EXAMPLES OF ENERGY SAVINGS

_,:_ _ c:,/ _- " , FROM REPLACING FIXTURES AND LAMPS

-_-? --= _ "_ EXISTING REPLACEMENT
RETAILSTORE

Sixty-six 500-W Incandescent Twenty400-W Metal Halide
Down Lights Down Lights

,N¢._c_ _uo_cw_ Total kWh/yr = 122,100 Total kWh/yr = 34,040

TotalSavings = 88,060 kWh/yr = 72% Savings
(/_3,700 operating hr/yr.

USE &COST SAVINGS FOR Seventeen 1000-W Incandescent Fourteen 400-WMetal Halide
COMPARABLE INCANDESCENT &FLUORESCENT FIXTURES Pendant Fixtures Pendant Fixtures

TotalkWh/yr = 62,900 TotalkWh/yr = 24.050
FLUORESCENT

INCANDESCENT withWatt-MiserBulbs TotalSavings =38,850 kWh/yr = 62% Savings

Eleven-100WattFixtures REQUIRED Three-2lamp (32W)Fixtures PARKING AREA
(76WattswithBallast) Twelve1500-WTungsten Four 1000-WMetal Halide

1100Watts LOAD 228Watts Halogen Lampfloodlights Cluster

(9.2Watts/W) (1.9Watts/fY) TotalkWh/yr = 27,000 TotalkWh/yr = 6,480$110 ANNUALCOST $23

SAVINGS $86 TotalSavings = 20,520 kWh/yr = 76% Savings
(. 1,500operating hr/yr.INSTALLEDCOST $100each _,3 : $300

PAYBACK $300initial cost SIGN
$86annualsaving_3.5 years Two1500-WTungsten Halogen Two400-W Metal Halide

Floodlights Flood!ights

Table 3: Energy and cost savingsJor COmlJarable TotalkWh/yr = 12,000 TotalkWh/yr : 3,680

incandescent and fluoresce/tt fixtures. TotalSavings : 8,320 kWh/yr : 60% Savings
(. 4,000 operating hr/yr.

Improving Maintenance Procedures SECURITY

Regular maintenance of lighting fixtures is important for Six500-WTungsten Halogen Six 150-WHigh Pressure
Floodlights Sodium Lights

optimal efficiency. In many cases a thorough mainte- TotalkWh/yr = 12,000 TotalkWh/yr = 3,920
nance prograrn can improve the quality and amount of

TotalSavings = 8,080 kWh/yr :--67% Savings
illumination created by your lighting system. In fact. when (,i 4,000 operating hr/yr.
compared to poorly maintained equiprnent, regularly

SUPERMARKET
cleaned fixtures, bulbs and room surfaces provide up to

TwoHundred Fifty 4-1amp40-W Seventy 400-W High Pressure
20 percent more light. Be sure to include the fc, llowing Strip Fluorescent Fixtures Sodium DownLights
maintenance items in your overall TOM program. (where change in color

rendition isacceptable)

• Set up a regular schedule to check all fixtures and TotalkWh/yr = 146,250 Total kWh/yr--= 84,000
replace burned-out bulbs.

• Keep fixtures, bulbs and reflectors clean. TotalSavings : 62,250 kWh/yr = 43% Savings
(. 3,000 operating hr/yr.

• Replace any yellowed plastic lenses or covers over
fixtures.

• Keep ceilings and walls clean. When repainting. Table 4: Examples _ftlw energysavin_spossil_le./i'mn
various fixture replacements. F/'t)/n Energy Conserva.

consider using li_,ht colors to increase reflectance.
tion Standards by Dubin and Long, 1978. Used with the

permission of Mc'Graw-flill Book Company.

i



possible, use fluorescent fixtures which are approxi-
mately four times as efficient as the incandescent type.
High intensity discharge (HID) fixtures are the most
efficient and in some cases may be used inside. Table 4
gives some examples of fixture replacements with the
resultant savings.

To calculate the payback on fixture replacements, find the
annual savings from Figure 2 based on the watts saved
per fixture and the cost of electriciy. Then divide the fix-
ture cost by the annual savings to get the payback. The
number of hours the lamps are on also influences
payback: generally, lamps should operate at least 40 hours
per week to justify the replacement expense. The savings
in Figure 2 are based on 80 hours/week which is typical
for many commercial operations.

Improving Fixture Placement

It is sometimes effective to substitute table lamps or floor
lamps for overhead lights. This allows a reduction in the

number and wattage of overhead lamps. This lighting

Figure 7: Using extenders on spotlights increases
lighting effk'ien_3'.

approach works well in foyers, waiting rooms and loungeareas. In offices and work areas, a fluorescent desk lamp
I is more efficient, and provides better task light than over-
I _ head fixtures.

l ll_-- Sometimes it's necessary to move existing fixtures if theyd5 aren't providing light where it's needed. One case like this

occurred after a remodeling project in a grocery store.

The shelves were moved without concern for the location

of the lights. As a result, when remodeling was com-
pleted the existing ceiling fixtures illuminated the tops of
the shelves rather than the merchandise. The lighting effi-
ciency was reduced by 30 percent making it necessary to
relocate the fixtures.

In areas with high ceilings, lowering fixtures increases
lighting effectiveness. For example, in a room with a 12

--_ |oot ceiling, h:,wering a fixture two feet will allow you to

__----.-- use lower wattage bulbs and reduce energy consumption

j up to 30 percent while maintaining the same lighting

811 level (See Figure 6.). Lowering a few fixtures is also a

good way to provide selective or task lighting.

Extenders, which lower the bulb so light is not trapped in
the fixture, work well in incandescent fixtures. This in-

creases light on the task or display up to 50 percent (See
Figure 6: Efficiem 3' is im'reased by hm'eringfixtures. Figure 7).



Other Considerations _._ /_t,¢ /_There are many details to consider when choosing appro- / / r"' /I' '

priate lighting methods and the correct lighting levels for / /
your building. Table 5 compares the lighting characteristics i //
of different lamps. In some cases, such as a retail store, .,/ /./
it is necessary to consider the color rendering capa- ;/ /]
bility of the light source. Some lamps produce a color / ...."

which is very similar to natural light while others may ,_t
render most colors as shades of gray. In a situation __J/+i

where correct color rendition is essential, contact a _

lighting consultant for advice.

-_,_Another factor to take into consideration when modifying
your lighting system is the average life of various lamps. \
For instance, tluorescents and HIDs have a much longer life _--..-- _="_ \

than incandescents. If you choose to use fluorescent or

HID lighting the savings in maintenance costs adds to the Figure 8: Avoid reflected glare on working surfaces.
cost-effectiveness of the replacement unit.

As you can see, instituting changes in the lighting system
As previously mentioned, the quality of light can affect a affects many things besides energy use. While it is impor-
person's ability to perform a task. For this reason, it is im- tant to conserve energy you must also keep in mind such
portant to avoid creating glare on the working surface things as occupant comfort, worker productivity and
(See Figure 8). This must be taken into consideration various codes. It is a good idea to run a test to ensure
when moving or replacing fixtures. If necessary, contact that a lighting change produces the anticipated decrease
a lighting consultant for assistance, in energy costs while still providing adequate light. Try
There are many new and efficient combinations of lamps changes in a small area before making a complete conver-
waiting to be tried. The case study in the last section of sion. Ask your employees or tenants if these changes
this booklet is a good example of a successful combina- provide adequate illumination for their use. In any event,
tion of lighting types, do not make drastic lighting changes without a trial.

High-IntensityDischarge(HID)
tu Incandescent Fluorescent Low-Pressure ...................
=" (includestungsten Sodium MercuryVapor MetalHalide High-Pressure
>" (clearand (clearand Sodium
I-.. halogen) phosphorous) phosphorous)

Inexpensive Moderateefficiency Highefficiency
u'} Noauxilliaryequipment Longerlifethan Longlife Goodcolorrendition1,1.1
0 Easytoinstall incandescent Minimallumen inphosphoroustype

Instantstart-up Burns"cool" depreciation

Easytodim,flash Goodcolor Higherefficiencyathigherwattagesrendition
,< andcontrol Longerlamplife

Goodcolorrendition
,,

t,n Lowefficiency Requiresauxiliary Requiresauxiliaryi,l.i
0 Shortlife equipment equipment

Sensitiveto Noinstantaneous Noinstantaneous Notinstantaneousonstart-uporrestrike
z start-up start-up

voltageinput
Highsurface Temperaturesensitive Poorcolorrendition

'< brightness Requiresauxiliaryequipment
Burns"hot"

Table 5: Compare the characteristics of various lighting types to get the right combination of el_ciency and other features
for your situation.



Using Controls to Regulate zoneControl
Lighti Large lighting systems are often controlled by only oneng switch. This means entire floors or work areas have to be

lit at the same time whether it is necessary or not. This
A great deal of energy can be saved by turning off un- practice is costly and inefficient, Zoning the lighting
needed lights. This requires ernployee and/or tenant system corrects this situaiton by providing more switches
cooperation. Meet with the building occupants to explain so lights can be turned on only in the zone or work area
the potential savings involved in this practice. Discuss where they are needed. When using zone control, label or
your energy management program with them so they are color code the switches to indicate what area the switch

aware of the steps being taken to conserve lighting energy controls. Offices, warehouses and storage areas all benefit
and so they can participate in making it a success, from added switching. Three- and four-way switches,

which can control the same lights from more than one
Timed Switches location, make zo,.accontrol easier.

Lights are often left burning needlessly in storerooms, In retail store, where lighting needs vary, use separate
basements, seldom-used work areas and hallways, switches for display lighting and overhead lighting. This
Connecting a small pilot light to light switches that are gives you more control, allowingyou to turn display
located away from the area they service can help keep lights off and on independently of overhead lights. Group
lights turned off. The pilot light alerts occupants to turn several display areas together to maximize the light from
off the lights when no longer needed. Timed switches are a display lighting fixture.
effective in walk-in coolers, corridors, storerooms or any
place where people may forget to turn out the lights. Proximity sensors and controls are now readily available
These switches shut off lights after a predetermined at a reasonable cost. These controls turn lights on when a
amount of time (See Figure 9). Payback for these meas- person enters a room and leave them on for a specified
ures is usually less than two years, length of time. The lighting period can be extended by the

occupants. These sensors are especially useful for off-
hours and for areas with irregular users. They can also be
incorporated into a security system.

_._

o r_M_ _ _s_urs Time Clock Switches & Photoelectric Cells
| , o_ _J_roMArfCAt_Y

.,.", f.< _ _,_r_ e,t_t,_c_,-r_t9 Time clock switches and photoelectric cells remove light-
e_uov, cm-nN_t_ ing systems from the realm of human forgetfulness.

45 -" , t_ Crt_ag,.5R.t_o¢,_
,I _t_l_ ro tZ t4_) Automatic on-off controls are especially useful on display

/ I \ lighting, building and sign lights, and parking lot lights.
_0 These switches must be calibrated for day length and

,,,,,,,_,_ checked for proper operation. Remember to list this in
your maintenance proram.

Use time clock switches on exterior building lights at
night. Studies show thal vehicle traffic drops sharply
after midnight, even on heavily traveled roads. Signs and

Figure 9: A timed switch asstu'es tlmt lights won't be left building lights left on for advertising can be turned off by
onfi_r hmg periods in little-used areas, the time switch after midnight.

Consult your building profile to determine times when Photoelectric cells shut off both interior and exterior
the building is empty and lights can be turned off. If lights when there is adequate natural light. Conversely,
possible, schedule building use times to combine several they can also turn lights on when there is not enough
activities. For example, consider scheduling janitorial light.

work in your building during the nomaal business day, or Install security lighting only where it is needed, lbr example
scheduling events consecutively on one night and shutting on high-risk areas such as windows and doors. Install
the lighting down on the other nights, lamps with long lifetimes and use timers on the switches.



Taking Advantage of Daylight The amount of daylight varies, so when it is necessary,
supplement it with efficient artificial light. Install switch

Daylighting is often the most cost-effective means of and lamp combinations that permit turning oil additional
lighting. Unfortunately, in many buildings where window lights as incoming daylight diminishes. In the mornings,
areas have been reduced to cut heat loss, increased lighting reverse the process, turning off lights as daylight in-
bills have more than offset the heating savings. This is creases. There are reliable and reasonably-priced controls
true even in cold climates. The graph in Figure 10 shows available to automate this process. Consider wiring these
that total energy use for heating, cooling and lighting is switches to a photoelectric control which will make your
substantially lower when daylighting is used. Since system automatic. Payback is generally less than 4 years.
windows improve offices and classrooms in many ways,

consult an architect before eliminating any. Keep windows Heat Gain & Daylighting
and skylights clean and, where practical, schedule occu-
pancy periods to use maxirnum daylight. Locate tasks In summer, heat from sunlight can be a problem. In an
requiring high illumination close to the windows with the air-conditioned building, the heat gain from sunlight
viewing angle of the work parallel to the windows. Alter often produces an extra load on the cooling system, can-
work stations as necessary to reduce glare, ceiling some of the electrical savings achieved by switch-

ing off the lights. Well-placed shading, however, can
Refinish room surfaces with light colors to reflect light, keep out direct summer sun while still allowing diffuse
Clean and repaint as needed. Exterior surfaces can also light to enter.
enhance interior lighting. For instance, white stone or
concrete at the base of a building will bounce light Exact control is difficult, since the most effective
through windows onto the ceiling, means of blocking heat also blocks some of the light.

One solution is to use adjustable controls on exterior
louvers or shutters. With an adjustment both heat and

I SingleClearGlass .--.- No Daylighting Mode light can penetrate in winter, while in summer the sys-
DoubleClearGlass DaylightingMode tern can be set to keep out direct sun but permit entry of

indirect light. Interior blind.,, can also be effective for
this purpose.

Another solution is to use windows with a metallic film

coating the glass. The film reflects ultraviolet rays while
allowing some light to enter. Before purchasing such win-

,_. dows, however, consult your utility company, a lighting

_ designer or your gla,';ssupplier.
Inside the building, it is possible to use sunscreens or
shades: many different types are available at a reasonablea

6" cost. Experiment with one or two before making a major.,, _ investment. Be sure to consider durability and ease of
'- _ maintenance when evaluating screens for sun control

_ .,"" _
o | s

"-"_ tt ,,"""" _: ::" "-'_ Skylights
o I o S ._:: o Skylights are an excellent source Oi"natural light, equal-O I O

_,, j ,,,,, :_ _ : ing up to 40 watts of fluorescent lighting per square tootof skylight. They can also double as a smoke hatch in
stairwells. However, as with windows, skylights can
cause heat and glare problems.

WindowArea(*/.)

Figure /0: Graph demonstratesthe cost-effectivenessof
daylighting.
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To use existing skylights effectively:
A Case Study

• Unblock and clean

• Clean and paint any light wells This case study encompasses a number of the meas-

• Paint the skylight with translucent white paint if glare is ures discussed in this booklet. Use it as an example
a problem of the many ways you can improve your lighting

• Install a prismatic lens to diffuse light if desired system.
(See Figure 11) The Illuminating Engineering Society reports that a

new department store located on the west coast
uses energy-efficient lighting and sunlight to hold
lighting energy to about half the industry a,'erage
for retail stores. The anticipated savings, based on
bills from a similar store, are $7500 annually.

The 150,000 square foot building is lit with a total
electricity input of 1.6 watts per square foot, about
half the wattage used in existing buildings and
30 percent less than new lighting power standards.

.. , A white fiberglass canopy, installed as part of the
/ _ _ roof, allows about 500 footcandles of light to pass

___ _,,__r,/2_ t through. Its coated underside gives it high reflec-// tanCe.uniqueltdesign.alsoattracts shoppers into the store with its

/' At night and on overcast days, ceiling fixtures shine
/,. on the canopy, providing indirect illumination. Thefixtures are a combination of 1000-watt metal

/" .,,_o._.J_'l_-\\-w_.rl_._.__-'_J\\ \\-JJ / halide and low-pressure sodium lamps, Metal
," ,:.';:.o,"_ _,,_'_,:,,_'" / halide and low-pressure sodium are typically used

_,$5,',:>,I_,L,' |_ outdoors. However, the designers of this project
• ' _, \,,_, v,,\ , A,,_A,AA , "-_x__.___,_.,_ __:__5;,_'.,_ chose to use them because they have five times the

_,'_, ,_'_ .r_t_m_'rtc efficiency and ten times the bulb life of traditional
[r_, '_o ""' t.,_N_ department store lighting (quartz halogen lamps).-'_72 Q,I ',,, L--- -'

"J This saves on both operating and maintenance
I71PPI.tsIBI7blGt,.tl" costs. The owners report that overall color rendition

equals or surpasses that of stores with traditional
lighting.

Metal halide fixtures alone would give merchan-

Figure 11." There are a mmd_er of w(/ys tO enham'e and disc a harsh appearance because of their bright-
control sunlight from skylights, ness. In cornbination, however, the warn] anaber

of the low-pressure sodiurn fixtures softens and
balances the light to achieve a good overall color
for merchandise.

In other areas of the store where product visibility
is not important, two-foot-square parabolic
fluorescent fixtures provide lighting. Energy-
efficient lighting design is continued in special
merchandising areas, where merchandise is high-
lighted .'y low-voltage track lighting with fluores-
cent lamps for background illumination.
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Conclusion 1

LIGHTINGCONSERVATIONMEASURES/ PAYBACK

Many of the ways to improve the efficiency of your Tuning,Operation& Maintenanceltems Under1 year
l

lighting system involve little or no cost. These include • Removeunnecessarylamps
turning off or eliminating unnecessary lights; reducing • Use lowerwattage bulbs
wattage; keeping lights, fixtures and reflective surfaces • Resettimers

clean; and taking advantage of daylighting. Others, • Cleanfixturesandpaintrooms

such as replacing fixtures and installing switches and Low-CostMeasures 1-3 years
timers, are expensive, but their paybacks are attractive. • Replaceincandescentswithscrew-in
These items and others covered in this booklet are sum- fluorescents

marized in'Fable 6. • Installdimmers
• Installtimeclocks

Lighting ideas are changing rapidly. New products are
being introduced monthly. Lighting applications consi- • Lower ceilingfixtures

dered impossible a couple of years ago, such as using • Installphotocells

low-pressure sodium indoors, are now used effectively ModeratetoHIgh-CostMeasures 3-4years

with careful design. You should be alert to changes in • Replaceincandescentfixtureswithfluorescents
lighting design and to new products, and ask for advice • Replaceselectedfluorescentswith H.I.D.'s
before proceeding with any major remodeling or new • Rewireswitchesforzonecontrol

construction. • Installdaylightcontrols

Table 6: A summary of the energy conservation measures in

this booklet arranged from low cost tOhigh cost.
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YOUR ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Schedule Conservation Program Areas* 1

doo../,,o>,/

YEARS 1 AND 2

GOAL: rib save 10.15 % of base year energy index
PLAN OF ACTION:

.......

• Determine how, when and where energy is con-
sumed. Use building profiles, energy records and •
energy audits as tools.

• Tune systems to peak efficiency. • •

• Operate systems only when needed. • • • •

• Set and follow a maintenance schedule. • • • • •

• Make no.cost/low-cost modifications. • • •

YEARS 3-5

GOAL: To save 15-40% of base year energy index
PLAN OF ACTION:

• Plan and perform energy conservation projects
with paybacks of under four years. • • • •

• Purchase energy-efficient equipment. • • •

• Revise operations to optimize energy use. • •

• Determine how energy availability and price
changes might affect your business. •

YEARS 6 AND BEYOND

GOAL: To save 35-50 % of base year energy index
PLAN OF ACTION:

• Perform energy conservation projects with

paybacks of 5 years or longer. • •

• Examine indirect energy use of your business
product or service. •

....

• Include renewable resources in your building or

remodeling plans. • • •

* 'Therearethreebookletsin thisseries.Thefirstbooklettellshowto establishanEnergyManagementProgramthatcansaveupto
50%of yourenergybills.Theotherbookletstellyou howto implementthisprogram.Thebookletsareavailablefromyour local
utilitycompanyorfromBonnevillePowerAdministration.
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